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ABSTRACT

General Terms

This presentation illustrates examples of my geometric sculpture and
outlines certain design techniques. I apply methods from the field of
computational geometry to the creation of forms which are aesthetic
objects.

Algorithms.

I am a full-time sculptor creating works that manifest what I call the
geometric aesthetic. This aesthetic celebrates the beauty of
geometry and spatial rationality. I seek to produce novel forms
which engage the viewer visually and have an underlying coherence
based on symmetric three-dimensional mathematical structures.
Internal relationships between the components of a sculpture can
provide a depth to the work, leading the viewer to return again and
again, each time seeing deeper into the piece. In addition, the
viewer is led to ask questions of a mathematical nature about the
patterns he or she finds.
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Figure 1. Roads Untaken, wood, 17 inches. [8, 13] The form is the
“exploded propellorized truncated icosahedron.” A set of polyhedral
operators produced the topological structure and a numerical
relaxation method was used to proportion it so all edges are tangent to
a common sphere. Is there a light path from any hexagon to any other
hexagon? Is there a dark path from any triangle to any other triangle?

Figure 2. Loopy, painted aluminum, 8 feet. [5] These 30 loops,
each 10 feel long if unrolled, are woven through each other and
bolted together. The five colors are carefully arranged so that each
loop crosses one loop of the other four colors, each color appears
once around each 5-sided opening, and the ends of each loop
approach the ends of two other loops of the same color.

Figure 3. Millenium Bookball, wood and bronze, 5 feet. [9]
Commissioned by the Northport Public Library, this sculpture was
assembled at a community “barn raising". There are 32 bronze tori
connecting the books. The books which meet at any torus form a type
of “propeller” There are twenty 3-way propellers and twelve 5-way
propellers. The spines of the books follow the edges of a rhombic
triacontahedron and the tilt of their planes was chosen so each book is
coplanar with another book partway around the other side.

Figure 4. Whoville, aluminum, 35 inches. [11] The form derives
from an icosahedron and dodecahedron in mutually dual position,
which would lie in the empty central region of the sculpture. The
five-fold dimples correspond to the vertices of the icosahedron and
the three-fold dimples (in the “basements” of the three-sided
buildings) correspond to the vertices of the dodecahedron. The lines
of the sculpture extend or parallel the edges of these polyhedra. The
rectangular form of each doorway is a golden rectangle and the
triangles were chosen to create coplanar pairs.

Figure 5. untitled, wood, 12 inches. [3] Produced by an algorithm
developed in joint research with Craig Kaplan, this form is unusual in
that it incorporates 20 regular enneagons (along with 12 regular
pentagons and 60 isosceles triangles). The faces are positioned in
space with icosahedral symmetry. This is one of many novel forms
we call “symmetrohedra".

Figure 6. untitled, wood, 12 inches. [4] Produced by an algorithm
developed in joint research with Douglas Zongker, this form is
surprising because it incorporates 60 identical rhombi and 20
equilateral triangles. It is the Minkowski sum of the five regular
tetrahedra that can be simultaneously inscribed in a regular
dodecahedron.

Figure 7. Rainbow Bits, CD ROMs, 6 feet. [8] Carlo Sequin
commissioned this orb of 642 holographic CDs for the Computer
Science building of U.C. Berkeley. The form is based on the
“propello-icosahedron,” which consists of 20 equilateral triangles and
60 tri-equiangular “kites.” These kites are tetragons with two pairs of
equal sides and three equal angles. It was assembled in place, 20 feet
up in the Soda Hall atrium where it hangs.

Figure 8. Fat and Skinny, wood and brass, 23 inches. [12] Both are
constructed from the same 12 regular pentagons, 30 squares, 20
equilateral triangles, and 6 golden rhombi, but they are arranged
differently. In each case, the dark components (pentagons and
triangles) fit together as an icosidodecahedron.
The light
components (squares and rhombi) are arranged along three of the
icosidodecahedron's “equators” but there are two ways to choose
three equators.

Figure 9. Five-Legged-Bee Hive, 3 inches, 3D printing. [7] This is
based on a projection of the regular 4-dimensional polytope called the
“120-cell,” but adapted into a more textured, chiseled form. Angular,
faceted struts were designed to give this work a sculptural character.
There are many 5-sided openings and passages throughout its volume.
It is made of plaster by an automated 3D printing process, without any
human hand. After I design such a sculpture as a computer file, it is
fabricated in a machine which scinters, laminates, or solidfies
thousands of very thin layers.

Figure 10. Deep Structure, 4 inches, 3D printing. [7,10] consisting
of five nested concentric orbs. Each of the five has the same
structure as the outer, most visible, orb: there are 30 large 12-sided
oval openings, 12 smaller 10-sided openings, 80 irregular hexagonal
openings, and 120 small rectangular openings. Oval “corkscrew
spirals” in the 12-sided openings connect the layers with each other.
The concept is based on familiar concentric ivory spheres which are
traditionally turned on a lathe and hand carved, with holes in each
layer providing access to the inner layers.

Figure 11. Gonads of the Rich and Famous, two 3-inch balls, 3D printing. [7, 8, 13] Computer-generated models of novel polyhedra had their
edges adapted into solid forms in different ways. In the first, the edges remain lace-like at the surface of the sphere, while in the second, they
are carried to the center. In both, the thickness of each edge is proportional to its length, which helps to make them seem more organic. The
name reflects, in part, the fact that these are currently very expensive to produce. As 3D printing costs come down in the future, ordinary
people will enjoy such gonads.

